INTRODUCTION
The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) has been successfully applied to the coding of high resolution imagery W. matrix elements to a form which preserves a recognizable bitreversed pattern at every other node. The generalization is not unique-several alternate methods have been discoveredbut the method described herein appears to be the simplest to interpret. It is not necessarily the most efficient FDCT which could be constructed but represents one technique for methodical extension. The method takes (3N/2)(log2 N -1) + 2 real additions and N logz N -3N/2 -t 4 real multiplications:
this is approximately six times as fast as the conventional approach using a double size FFT.
DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM
The discrete cosine transform of a discrete function fc), j = 0, 1, *-, N -1 is defi.ned as [ 
and the inverse transform is
The transform possesses a high energy compaction property which is superior to any known transform with a fast computational algorithm. The four types of matrices may now be described in detail with reference to the right hand side of equation (9). The computational steps required for
[ F ] of equation (3) As for the number of multiplications, only the odd matrices can be found from equation ( 4 ) with the following recursive consist of multiplicative terms. In these matrices the first relations: matrix consists of N multipliers, the last matrix consists of (1 l a ) N / 4 multipliers, and the rest of the log; N -3 matrices each 
